BonTique™ ANTICING AGENT ENHANCES CONCRETE PROJECTS

Bon has added a new easy-to-use "antiquing" concrete coloring product that was developed for use on pre-existing textured concrete projects. With BonTique™ Liquid Antiquing Agent it is possible to add a new and varied color layer to better enhance the overall look of the surface. BonTique Liquid Antiquing Agent is available in six color concentrates. The material must be mixed with water prior to use at a mix ratio of 1 gallon water to 6 ounces of material.

BonTique™ Liquid Antiquing Agent can be applied by two easy methods: Pour out and use a flagged tipped broom to massage the color in and out of low lying areas, or spray apply with a pump sprayer to highlight the desired areas. A sealer should be applied after application. BonTique™ Liquid Antiquing Agent contains no VOC content and requires no messy clean up. The material is designed for application on textured concrete but can be applied to a non-textured surface if proper prep work is completed to ensure bonding to the surface.

This product is just one of the many BonWay decorative concrete items that can be used to enhance your outdoor living area.

About BonWay™
The BonWay™ Decorative Concrete division of Bon Tool Co. was formed to manufacture and market tools and materials specifically for the decorative concrete trade. With a full line of products including release agents, concrete coloring, touch-up tools, texturing and patterning tools, BonWay™ has everything needed to produce attractive alternatives to ordinary concrete.

Part #
#32-441 Terra Cotta    #32-444 Durango Tan
#32-442 Atlantic Gray  #32-445 Stone Gray
#32-443 Cortez Red     #32-446 Chargreen
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